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Content

• The Swiss Modular Train the Trainer System
• Routes to getting the certificates and the diploma
• The validation process of assessing prior learning
Individual accreditation

Self Evaluation
through competences/ressources
- Where acquired
- How implemented
- succes

External Evaluation
Nachweisdocuments
- Diploms
- certification
- Courseevaluation
- curriculums

Test of plausibility
- Credibility

No clear documents
Competences are tested
Step 1: Information and Consulting

Regional information from the Train the Trainer office available from the website, phone or mail

Step 2: Assessment or self evaluation

Individual compilation of competences

Step 3: Expert Evaluation

Version I: Document analysis
Version II: Partial examination
Step 4a: Certifying section
Decision from a validation commission (FK GWB)

Step 4b: Certification
Control and verification confirmations of validation and certifying

Partial Examination
Evaluation by the certifying institution

Retrieving formation:
Missing competences:
• Attendance of modules in a certifying institution